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Yes, Virginia, there IS a Bard alcohol policy· 
drinking unless he 
or she acts irre-
sponsibly. Accord-
ing to Art Otey, Di-
rector of Safety and 
SccurJty, "no one is 
going to be checked 
for ID unless that 
person's drinking is 
causing a prob-
lem." Otey added 
. that according to 
state law, college . 
students, as legal 
adults, are respon-
sible for their own 
actions. 
served in addition to alcoholic 
beverages at all social events. 
Third, "reasonable means" 
must be used to identify un: 
derage students and make 
sure they are not served .. 
Fourth, hosts are responsible 
for their guests,~ whether or 
·not they are invited. Fifth, al-
cohol cannot be mentioned in 
flyers or other publicity for an 
event. ·And finally, ail . major 
parties (those with kegs or 
large amounts of alcohol in 
other forms) must ·be regis-
tered in advance with the 
Dean of Students office. 
· Bard has not always had this 
Rick Nacy .scrutinizes his beverage 
The Bard alcohol 
policy is "the most 
liberal in New York, 
if not in the cou,n-
try," said Otey. "But," he add- . 
ed, "this responsibility and 
freedom works well at Bard." 
.'Jiber}l1 an a leo hoi policy, 
though. In fact, before about 
1940, no alcohol at all was al-
lowed on campus. The rules 
were slowly loosened until the 
1960's, when the policy under-
went a major liberalization, 
assuming almost its present 
form. Since then, the policy 
has been revised sever a 1 
times, but no major changes 
have been made. The only 
significant change made in 
this last revision (December 
by Jason Van Driesche 
Bard's alcq_hol policy is a 
mystery to most students, 
though it is included in the 
student handbook. When 
asked about the policy, the 
typical response is, "What al-· 
cohol policy?" Most students 
do not even know Bard has an . 
·official ak~hol policy, let 
alone what that policy is. 
· · The current alcohol policy 
was adopted by the Ad-Hoc 
· Community Committee on 
Drugs and Alcohol on De-
cember 23, 1987. It has two 
major points: first, that each 
student is respoqsib1e. for his 
or her own conduct; and sec-
ond, that a11 members of the 
community must take respon-
sibility for compliance with 
New York State laws. 
Basically, this means that nO" 
one at Bard, regardless of age, 
is going to get in trouble for 
Board Meeting Report; 
Botstein' s Fund 
drive ... page 2 
Troubled 
Bookstore ... page 3 
Arts SectHon. 
... page5&6 
Sports .. ·. page 8 
Weekly Calendar 
... page 12 
However, there are other 
rules besides those men-
tioned above. The rules . on 
group responsibility are more 
clearly defined than those on 
individual responsibility, as 
groups tend to be less respon-
sible than individuals. First._of 
all, college funds cannot be . 
used to buy alcohql for under-
age students. Second, non-
alcoholic beverages must be 
: 23, 1987) .~a~ that kegs were 
allowed on campus for the 
first time. 
continued on page 8 
Archaeology class digs into prehistoric site. 
Students Uncover Grouse Bluff 
by Brenda Montgomery 
The sounds of· digging filled 
the afternoon air, as I fol-
lowed the dirt road to the 
''Crouse Bluff Site," as Pro-
fessOr Chris Lindner refers to 
· it. I found his class hard at 
work, hi a wooded area over-
looking the Hudson .. The 
group is in the class Fieldwork 
in Archaeology (Anth 111), 
and they've been working on 
the site every Friday this se-
mester. 
"It's certainly the largest site 
of its time period in the Hud-
son Valley to my knowledge,u 
said Lindner. The predomi-
nant projectile point (spear-
pointl found on the site · has 
been the Fishtail point. The 
name refers to the sloping 
shoulders of the point and the 
shape of the base, which make. 
the point look like a fish. The 
Native Americans who liked 
to make these points were in 
this area between 1200 - 750 
B.C. 
Bardcampus was a popular 
B&G helps with Recycling photo by jennifer Poitras 
Where have all the trash cans gone? 
by Cara Graningcr and 
Jennifer Poitras 
Hey! Where have all the 
trash cans gone? As you may 
have noticed, this week Bard 
began a campus-wide recy-
cling program, in response to 
· pressure from Dutchess 
County and Top Job Sanita-
tion Company to start recy-
cling the 28-30 tons of trash 
the college produces each 
month. 
The pressure was caused not 
· only by environmental con-
cerns, but also by the fact that 
all Dutchess County landfil~s 
have been f1llcd to capacity 
for several years. Physical 
Plant personnel, with the help 
of n:tembers and friends of 
the Envi.ronmcnta1/Rccycl1ng 
Club had tried to impl~ment 
their own campus-wide pick-
ups of paper, glass~ and cans, 
but due· to limited person 
power, pickups were not al-
way reliable. Between pick-
ups, boxes and bags full of rc-
cyclablcs were often thrown 
away by accident, making the 
whole operation a little shaky. 
Now, however, B & G has 
paid for new labelled bins, 
and has assumed responsibil-
ity for transfer from buildings 
to the transfer sites on· cam-
spot back then, as was this 
whole region throughout his-
tory. Another site on Bard 
·land was discovered by a sen-
ior, who found a Fishtail point 
at Blithewood. An alumni of 
Bard lent a projectile point he 
had found Professor Lindner 
last year, that point dated 
back to 3000 B.C. 
The class has dug over 80 
test pits in seven days, work-
ing from nine a.m. to five p.m 
every Friday. Eleven under-
graduates and three gradu-
ate students are taking the: 
pus. From these transfer sites, 
Top Job Sanitation Company 
wi l1 carry off the recyclables 
. and garbage to the appropri-
ate facilities. 
What docs all this meim to 
you? A11 members of the com-
munity must sort and deposit 
·their trash into the proper 
b1ns \ocatcd all over campus. 
Each receptacle is labelled 
and color-coded as fo11ows: 
RED- newspapers and 
brov .. 'n shopping bags 
GREEN- computer paper,· 
notebook paper, letterhead 
·stationary, bond and carbon-
less typing paper, carbonless 
and misc. office forms, plain 
bond copy paper (not coated), 
tablet sheets, and index cards 
(IMP0£{T ANT: All staples 
and paper clips must be re-
moved) 
GRAY- aluminum can~ and 
metal (IMPORTANT: Must 
be rinsed) 
YELLOW- plastic (no bags or 
plastic wrap) 
BROWN- An colors of glass 
OM PORT ANT: Must be 
rinsed) 
BLACK- All non-recyclable 
garbage 
Cardboard should be put in 
the white dumpster behind 
Kline Commons (lMPOR-
Contin~ed on page 9 
class. Some are interested in 
the Bard Archaeology Field 
School, which went on a dig 
two summers ago and may go 
again this upcoming ··summer. 
Charlie Eickhorn, a continu-
ing studies student, takes the 
class simply becaus~ he likes 
to dig and learn more about 
archaeology. 1'he class has 
found a hearth and a possible 
midden, besides adundant ar-· 
tifacts through out the 80 me-
ter area. 
Continued on page 11 . 
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Botstein' s quest for $78 million Nobel Laureale to speak at Bard 
by Markus 01in-Fahle 
The Bard Board of Trustees 
meeting was held on Wednes-
day, October 18 in New York 
City. The main topic on the 
agenda was President Bos-
tein' s report on the state of the 
college. 
Botstein used this opportuni-
ty to unveil a new campaign to 
raise $78 million for the col-
lege in the next few years. This 
·extremely ambitious goal was 
articulated by Botstein as be-
ing necessary if the college 
was to "consolidate the gains 
i~ has made in the past dec-
ade.u 
· Botstein urged the Board to 
think beyond the goal of Bard 
becoming just a ''small but 
fi~e, if not iconoclastic liberal 
arts college of high quality.'' 
His vision involves creating an 
educational institution that, in 
addition to befng an under-
graduate college, is also a cul-
tural and intellectual center as 
well as an innovative graduate 
institution. He sees the col-
lege as playing a leading role 
_ in coming years in confronti.ng 
the most pressing educational 
concerns of the times and pro-
posing solutions for them. The 
dr(lft mission statement of the 
fund drive says that "Through 
·innov~tion and expansion of 
its curriculum, Bard seeks to 
secur~ a place in American 
higher education comparable 
to Johns Hopkins University 
and the University of Chica-
go ... At the end of the twentieth 
tentury, it is in the interests of 
democracy and of the nation 
to undertake the full develop-
ment of the potential of Bard 
College during the 1990's." 
This campaign includes a 
commitment to upgrade 
Bard's academic, research, 
and housing facilities. The 
mission sta-tement further 
states that "The legacy of past 
deficiencies in maintenance 
and in the college's infrastruc-
ture must be overcome once 
and for all." In addition to 
money for the new library, it 
calls for funds to build a thea-
ter, a new student center, new 
dormitories (inclu.ding student 
apartments), and to renovate 
·Kline Commons and expand 
art and music studios. Fina1ly, 
another $2.7 million will be 
used for infrastructure im-
provements. 
The trustees seemed a little 
skeptical and a bit apprehen-
sive about whether this was a 
feasible campaign in its 
present totality. One member 
asked what was the purpose of 
being a Board member if one 
___ was unable to give more thai) 
$1 million a year to the school. 
During the recentiy concluded 
5-year, $50 mi1lion Bard cam-
paign, the twenty-odd trustees 
themselves contributed over 
sixty percent of the goal. 
Other major additions to the 
college include the Black Cen-
ter (for late twentieth century 
art and culture), which will be 
built next summer, probably 
in Gardeners' Field across 
fro.m Blum Gallery. Richard· 
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Positive I.D. Required 
CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 
of the newest members on the 
Board of Trustees. 
Also, Robert Venturi has 
been chosen as architect and 
designer of the new library ad-
dition. Construction is slated 
to begin next September, and 
last at least one year. 
The student representatives 
were not allowed to give a de-
tailed presentation to the 
Board on the quality of stu-
dent life and other student 
concerns. We wer~ taken off 
the agenda due to a shor-
tened meeting to allow for the 
memorial service . of Bard 
alumnus and trustee, John 
Stein way, earlier in the day.· 
The student representatives 
were promised a spot on the. 
agenda at the next meeting in 
january. I made a small 
speech at the end of the 
meeting, during which I urged 
the trustees to take steps to al-
leviate some of the negative 
consequences of the decision 
to raise Bard's enrollment 
without first making infra-
structural adjustments. I 
asked them to value and pre-
serve the already unique and 
iconoclastic character and re~ 
putation the school has had 
for many years as they contin-
ue to increase the size, scope, 
and public awareness of Bard 
College. Cl 
by Matthew Deady 
On Saturday, No-
vember 18th, the 
third Distinguished 
Scientist Lecture of 
the semester will be 
give.n by Norman 
Ramsey, co-winner of 
the 1989 Nobel Prize 
in Physics. While the 
series has brought 
many well-known sci-
entists to Bard, this is 
probably the first 
time that the speaker 
will be the most re-
cent Nobel Laureate. 
Dr. Ramsey, a Profes-
sor of Physics at Har-
vard University, re-
ceived his degrees . 
from Columbia University 
and Cambridge University. 
During World War II, he 
worked at the MIT Radiation 
Laboratory and at Los Alamos 
on the Manhattan Project. He 
was a leader in setting up the 
Brookhaven and Fermi Na-
tional Laboratories in high en-
ergy physics. 
His research has centered on 
precision measurements of 
fundamental quantities, such 
as magnetic moments of the 
deuteron and neutron. His 
work in the 1940's and 1950's 
on molecular beams included 
the development of the ~ydro-:­
gcn maser and a cesium beam 
which can be used as an atom-
ic clock. It was his work on this 
extremely accurate timekeep-
er that was cited by the Nobel 
Committee. 
Dr. Ramsey will give his lec-
ture, "Time and the 'Physical 
Universe," in the Olin Auditor-
ium at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, 
November 18th. At 10:30 that 
morning, Matthew Deady of 
the Bard Physics Department 
will give a lecture, also in the 
Olin Auditorium, on Dr. Ram-
sey and his work. CJ 
Sex on the printed page 
by Simon Campbell 
The Journal Of the History of 
Sexuality is already well into 
its second phase of prod uc-
tion at BareL The journal has 
been here since February of 
this year, when it was accept~ 
ed by its publisher, the pre-
stigious University of Chicago 
Press. 
The journal was founded at 
Bard through an application 
by Professor of European His-
tory John C. Fout to the jour-
nal division of the University 
of Chicago Press. Pout is the 
editor-in-chief of the journal, 
and Maura Shaw Tantillo, for-
merly the managing editor of 
Yale University Press, is its 
managing editor. 
The journal's editorial board 
is composed of some of the 
most highly respected schol-
ars in the study of sexuality, 
including John Boswell, Pro-
fessor of Medieval History at 
Yale University; Alan Brandt, 
Professor at Harvard, and au-
thor of No Magic Bullet: A 
Social History of Venereal 
Disease in the United States 
Since 1880; Estelle B. Freed-
man of Stanford University,. 
author of Intimate Matters: A 
History of Sexuality in Ameri-
ca; and Michele D. Dominy, 
Associate Professor of Anthro· 
pology at Bard, and the Book_,_ 
Review Editor for the journal. 
An international, cross-
cultural, and cross-disciplinary 
quarterly, the journa1 focuses 
on the history of human sexu-
ality in all its expressions. Arti-
cle topics will cover a number 
of issues related to the history 
of sexuality, "including, but not 
limited to, gender studies, ho-
mosexuality, and feminist 
studies," said Fout. 
This is the first and only 
journal to focus on the 
rapidly growing field of 
the study of the history 
of sexuality. The field 
encompassed by the 
journal studies both an-
cient and contemporary 
history, but is not limited 
to a historical approach. 
It includes articles, book 
reviews, and review es-
says written by scholars 
in other disciplines such 
as the humanities and 
social and behavioral 
sciences .. Possible titles 
for journal articles in-
dude "The Abortion De-
bate in Weimar Gcrma-
n.y ," "Erotic Art it; Medieval 
France," "Ritualized Homo-
sexuality," and "Reproductive 
Technology in the United 
States." 
The second phase of the jour-
nal's production entails the 
evaluation of articles received 
from scholars around the 
world. Each manuscript goes 
through a very rigorous and 
complex review process. Ini-
tially, Fout reviews the article 
and decides whether to send it 
on to two outside reviewers. 
Continued on page 9 
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Bookstore prob~ems 
by Tom_Hickerson 
Since' its beginning, the Bard 
bookstore has undergone 
many changes. However, it 
seems that the bookstore can-
not change fast enough for its 
steadily growing student popu-
lation. Not enough space, in-
sufficient inventory and inade-
quate. staff are some of the 
problems bdng addressed by 
the Library and Books.torc · 
Committee. 
"This semester, ordcri.ng was . 
a .disaster," committee chair-
man Matthev.· Deady said,· 
"Hac rc!?ults were ·not what they 
should be. A lot of people arc 
still ·waiting for textbooks.': 
While mos.t of the fault lies 
with the tc>..tbook suppl~ers, 
~''1:· ~:.:;···:.:- ~~ ~ 
rif 
# i 
the administration has deci<:i-
cd that more changes need to 
be made. 
One of the proposed ideas to 
change the bookstore is to al~ 
The Bard Observer 
addressed 
low an outside company that 
specializes in operating col-
lege bookstores to come in 
and run the Bard bookstore. 
"The administradon would 
~~._ . .._.;. __ ; .. .. -,...~-· -~' ---···_,~_..,.. 
like to get rid of the head-
-- a<;hes, but still make sure the 
bookstor~. i~ ~espo~si~e to the 
need of the college," Deady 
said. "It's not something we 
have cast in stone. We're try-
ing to evaluate it at this point." 
Deady· also said that the ad-
ministration would make sure 
the bookstore's · current em-
ployees would be kept on if 
this change was made. 
According to the school's 
registrar, Annys Wilson, there 
was no actual bookstore before 
1960. In 1960, the Bard book-
store opened up in Hegeman's 
basement. Since then, it has · 
movt.'<i to what is now the Hen-
derson Computer Center. The 
bookstore m9ved to its current 
position about three to four 
years ago, when the computer 
· center was established. 
- The current book~tore man-
agcr, Mary Kelly, began work-
ing at the bookst<?re in 1Q65. 
One of her assistants, Ruth 
Van Nest, began working at 
the bookstore in 1967. 
When the booksto:re began, 
the student population at Bard 
was a total of 320 students. 
Si nee then the population })as 
approximately tripled. "It is ur-
gent that we solve these prob-
lems," said Wilson. "The book-
store feels t~c greatest impact 
of our grm·ving population." 
When asked about what 
problems she faces in day.::to-
day work, cashier Ruth Van 
Nest answered, "Well, in my 
job I don't have that ma'f\y 
problems because the stu-
dents arc so friendly here. I've 
never had a problem with Ba:rd 
students; \Vhich is what rnak.Cs 
this p\ace special." n 
Learning differences~· are not disabilities 
by Michael Vqn Ocr Linn 
"I am not satisfied with my 
work.c; thus far. Therefore ( 
sh_all s!rikc a new p~th." ~L. 
Van Beet hoven . . 
Approximately 1.8 m1lli~n of 
the nation's 40 million pri-
mary and secondary school 
students arc afflicted with a 
Learning Diiference., (Com:;-
monly called a "Learning 
Disability") A sma11er, but 
still significant percentage go · 
.on to _college, bringing their 
still unresolved differences 
'with them. This is typically 
the result of a misunder-
standing by the school sys-
tem, parents and/or the stu-
. dents themselves. Mis 
diagnosis or failure to u~cov- · 
er the problem is not the re-
. sult of \..,·rongdoing, but in-
stead, ~f ignorance of the situ-
ation. This is . only to be 
expected since learning Dif-
ferences are only beginning to 
Q.e understood. Structures to 
define and remedy these 
problems are sti.ll evolving. 
A Learning Difference is a 
permanent disorder ~hich af-
fects one's ability to take- in, 
.... rctai.n, utilize, a.nd express in-
formation. These condition 
tend to manifest themselvGs 
in the areas of math computa-
tion and problt:.~rn-!"olving, writ-
ing mechanics, spelling, and 
·reading comprehension. Sec-
ondary troubles include or-
ganizational skills and time 
management: Contrary to 
what some believe, a Learning 
Differe1"tCC.lS~not an emotional 
disorder, nor a fqrrn 9f mental 
retardation. In fact, the ·vast 
majority of individuals vdth 
Learning Differences. arc of 
average to weB above ;.werage 
intellect. Da Vinci, Einstein, 
~ .:indThomis Edison,· to riame a 
few,- had this "handicap." 
There is nothing "wrong" with 
such a mind, it's just patterned 
differently. _ 
Along with these cognitive 
troubles. comes a social di- · 
mension. Inconsistent percep-
tual abi\ities can lead to 1m-
paired · interpersonal skills, 
making it hard to read the 
subtle social signals that are 
an important, part of our socie-
ty. A joki~g wink, for~example, 
may be· perceived as a hostile 
glance. 'Difficulties in intcr-
p_rcting ._the. d_iff()r~_I1c~ -~t;>e-
Amnesty Intern·a-tional on ·campus · ~n_Q off 
by .Sarah Chenven 
Amnesty international is a 
well-known,· highly distin-
guished, and socially redeem-
ing organization. What Am-
nesty International stands for, 
what it means to the world 
community, and how effective 
it is as a movp_mcn! is· reflect-
ed by the. organization's hav~ 
ing b~en a warded the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1977. 
Amnesty lnternati{:inal was 
founded in 1961 to work for the 
immediate release of all "pris-
oners of conscience" around 
the world. "Prisoners of con-
. science" include ail men . , 
women, and children who 
have been arrested and dc-
taned witout just cause due to 
their beliefs, religions, race,. 
sex, color, or language as Iong 
as these people do not advo-
. eate or promote violence. · 
A. I. also strongly opposes. the 
death penalty in all cases, and 
strives for fair and timely trials 
for all political prisoners. It is 
an organization that remains 
completely independent of all 
governments, an9. is solely de-
voted to human rights. A. I. is 
based in London, but has of-
fices all over the world. 
Bard is one of the hundreds 
of colleges ~with an A. I. group 
. on cam pus. Lee Montgomery 
officially heads Bard's A. I. 
group, but much of the re-
sponsibility for activities (such 
as meetings and other orga-
nized events) has spread to 
members Josh Channel and 
Rebecca Smith, who have 
each had aa long time involve-
ment with the Amnesty Inter-
national movement. The Bard 
group· received around 850 
dollars from the Convocation 
Fund, and raised another a p-
proximately 250 dollars early 
in the year by sponsoring a 
dance held at. the college. 
Though A. I. at Bard supports 
and makes efforts to help pris-
oners of conscience every-
where in the world today, one 
of the main focuses for the 
group this semster is on those 
presently held unjustly in Chi-:-
na. Eighteen students were 
sentenced to death there on 
August ninth. 
Amnesty International on 
campus is part of the Amnesty 
International movement at 
· continued on page 5 
tween sincerity and ~arcasm, 
-,as well as other nonverbal 
messages, often leads to in-
jured self-esteem, shyness, 
and frustration. 
Having made it to college 
does not exclude the possibil-
ity of having a Learning Dif-
ference. There arc a number 
of students at this level who 
have them in one form or an-
other. Often, the situation is 
either misdiagnosed or un-
discovered. These individuals 
usually assume that they arc 
simply below par and grudg-
ingly accept it. This does not 
have to be so. There is help 
available. Although then.' is 
no cure for Learning Oisor-: 
ders, there arc ways around 
them. 
These students are .bright, 
creative, and capable. And dif-
ferent- riot dumber. Not less 
able- just different. They work 
" in J unique way with special 
needs because they think i!l a 
different manner. 
- Here at Bard, the:-re is a sup-
port group facilitated by Bon-
nie Marcus, organized to dis-
cuss, suggest, _and share tools 
t.o aid in discarding thc;,e fet-
ters. Meetings are h.eld in the 
Admissiqns Building on Tues-
days at 3:30 p.m. All who may 
benefit are \Vekome. If Ein-
stE'in covld do it, you certain 
Iycan. 0 
l)l!t!il~~ 
7 :e!!J7'~]® 1llh.ft~ 
Here's a Quick. 
Message About a 
Long-Winded 
Subject 
There are probably as many ideas about religion 
as there are people, and that's what Unitarian 
Universalists discovered several hundred years 
·ago. Since then. Unitarian Universalists have 
revered personal thought and action within the 
religious community. For information about this 
historic, religious denomination and a society 
near you, write: 
UNITARIAN fELLOWSllll' 
P .0. Box tooo-N 
Kingston, NY 12401 
Church located on Sawkill Road 
1 mile south of Rt. 209, 
1 mile north of Wac;hington Avenue 
Sundays 10:30 AM 
TELEPHONE (914) 331-2884 
\·.: 
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D~bating Society cotnes to Bard 
by Andrea}. Stein 
Each ·sem~s~ef :brings _a crop 
- ,9f new ext~qcurricular acth~-
. ties ~o Bard life. This semester 
. the Debatmg Society,· founded 
.. _by_ junior Kamran Anwar, is 
_o~e_ o_f those ne~ -~ctl.vities. 
.''The id~ was born last se-
mester," sai~ Anwar · "but du~· 
_, .. - to lack of in!ere5t;-it'was post~ 
-. . . poned untll . this semester.,·. 
· This _'sem,ester, Anwar has 
:_fQ.uild ~t,.~·turnout ~:nuch ·bet-
~er, rem:arf<!itg u(x>n. the many 
mtercsted freshmen. In 
founding the ~ociet_y, Anwar 
'\l?Ped .. ~oth to ~ring another _ 
dtmens1on ·to Bard.'_s liberal 
arts tradition and to enhance 
· the diversity of the Ba~d com-
munity . . · . 
HaVing been invol~ed in de-
bating for three years ·in high 
school himself, Anwar has 
found that very few· of the sO-
. ciety's members have had ex-
perience with debating before. 
However~ he fuels that the fu-
ture is bright, and expects 
Bard's deb~ting society to be 
worthy of national standing 
within the next few years. 
Thus far, the society has been 
concentrating on preparing 
for debates in the future. It 
meets once a week for approx-
imately one hour in order to 
. polish various aspects of de-
_bate, such as preparing one's 
case or improving one's deliv-
ery in such areas as clarity and 
power of speech. 
. · · .One debate was ~rganized 
•for. Parent's Day, the topic of 
which was "Forriuil E_ducation 
Creates Social Change." De-
bating within the .parliamen-
. tary system, Which is modelled 
on the English Parliament with 
· an emphasis on formality' and 
extemporaneous speech, the 
sides of the debate were orga-
nized into "government" and 
"opposition." The government 
... -:-.:--· ·- --=· --
. was led by Prime Mi~~te; Jeff 
Bolden, assisted by represen-
_tatives Ben Lackey and Re-
becca Burt; the opposition 
leader was Brittany Shahmeh-
ri, who was aided by Ondine 
Wilhelm and Alexa Flanders. 
Judging the debate were liter-
ate professor Benjamin La-
Farge, political studies profes-
sor-·carol Nackenoff and 
Assistant Dean of the College 
Elaine Sproat. Anwar de-
scribe? the presentation as 
v_ery positive, as it was repre-
s~~ative of a collective effort 
puf forth . by the" students, 
most of whom had- never 
spoken in a ' debate before. 
However, he also remarked 
that the society must continue 
to strive for "perfection." 
In addition, on Friday, No- . 
vember third, members of the 
Bard Debate · Society attend-
ed a debate at Vassar College 
organized by the American 
Parliamentary Debate Asso-
ciation (APOA), some acting 
as judges and others as speC-
tators. Anwar hopes that Bard 
may actually debate at the 
next APDA competition, to be 
held towards the end of No-
vember. "It will do a lot for the 
name of Bard College}' he ex-
plained. 
At present, however, the So-
ciety is facing several difficul-
ties. One of these is a low bud-· 
get. Anwar_ explained that the 
. Sodety must become a mem-
ber of the APDA, a fairly pre-
stigious organization boasting 
such members as Harvard~ 
Yale, Princeton~ · and Brown. 
Bard will be C:me· of the few 
small liberal arts coU~ge 
members; most are large uni-
versities .. However, the mem-
bership fee is fifty dollarsr the. · 
sum total of the Society's bud-
get allotments. In addition, 
every competition requires an 
entrance fee of an additional 
fiftv dollars. The team is aiso 
in ;eed. of a coach. · 
Finally, Anwar stressed· that, 
although some of the students 
have had some experience 
with debate before, high 
school debate is· ·completely 
different from college debate. 
. He· explained that, i~ ~igh 
scho.ol debate,, one is 'general-
. 1 y given a topic arid then 
judged ·on oners re5eari:h a·nd 
the amount __ of information 
presented. At th·e c-ollege lev-
el, however, . both what one 
-says and how one -~ys it are 
equally important. · -
Despite these difficulties, 
Anwar feels very positive 
about the Debate Societv. Still 
looking for new memb~rs, he 
stated, "We would . wekome 
anyone from the· community." 
If 'anyone is interested, he or 
she need only to send a mes-
sage through campus mail to 
Kamran Anwar, Box 498. tJ 
-__ Bard cho-rus: simply Miiknificat '/' ·SJ.\FE~1DJE§ 
By D~vld Bicle 
For the next month, if one 
were to walk past Bard Hall on 
any of Novcmbcr~s cold and 
_lonely Thursday nights, that 
person · would sec the bui1ding 
lit warm and inviting, and hear 
the sounds of numerous voic-
es singing out the 5trands of· 
some ·of Western civilization's 
most c'?lebratcd musk. Upon 
closer inspection, one could 
sec that the source ·of the voic-
e~_ is the B-ard choir whose 40 
members, mostly students but 
also several community mem- . 
hers, are ~usily preparing for 
.their upcoming concert in De-
. _ <:ember in whkh they will per-
: form Carl Philipp Emanuel 
Bach'~ M~gnificat. . 
.. ,_;;. :· 'fhiJ: year, as for the past 12. 
. -:.~ y~ats, the chorus i~ under the 
: -'>~ ... d~r~ctipn . '?{ Luis· Garcia~ 
. . . · . · :Renart along \.vith Megan Has-
-. , )ic, the group's Assistant Con-
: . :~~i duc~r who has been involved 
·· · · · ' \\11th the c_horus since the fall of 
, 1979~ The cho~s; ·which Gar-
qa-Renart will conduct win be 
accompanie-d by· 18 'instru-
mentalists who are also mem-
~ '":..... . . .· . 
bcrs of 'the Hudson Vallcv 
Philharmonic Orchestra. Als~ 
lending their voices to the per-
formance will be C1ppel1a 
Festiva, a group of more than 
20 tr<lined local singers who 
are aged from 24 years and up. 
the group which rehearses in 
Poughkeepsie c.1nd is directed ·. 
by Garcia-Renart, has often 
performed with · the Bard 
Chorus. 
The Bard Co1lcgc Chorus, 
says Garcia-Renart, is open to 
everybody. "The only prereq-
uisite is that you have to want 
to sing. There are . no audi-
tions." Hastie adds, ''It's not a 
voice lesson situation; it's a 
music making situation." 
the group has been iri exis.:. 
tence since 1973, when Pre.si- · 
dent Botstein came ·to Bard. 
He ''made the chorus hap-
pen" Garcia-Renart say·s; and 
even was a member for sever..: 
al years. Since its fqundat1on, 
the group had tackled a wide 
·variety of musical styles, rang-
.· ing frorri the 18th century 
·· through the 20th. They have 
. perfor~ed pieces by such ge-
niuses as Haydn, Brahms, 
Handel, Mozart, and Vivaldi. 
RECYCLED READING 
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Last semester they · performed 
Fauret's Requiem, which was 
composed around the turn of 
the 20th century, and next se-
mester the group is planning 
on performing Duke Elling-
ton's Sacred Concert ; the 
chorus will be accompanied 
by a string quintet and a jazz 
band. 
This semester the chorus 
has about 40 members, but 
Garcia-Renart says this is rel-
atively small for .the group, 
·whose numbers sometimes 
reach up to 60. 
Says Hastie, who also teach-
es classiCal guitar at Bard, 
about the group, "It's amaz-
ing how musical they can be. 
Most q.f th,em aren't : trained· 
. l}1·us_icaHy . and many can't · 
even read' music' and so learn 
it pretty much by e~rr They 
. l~~n the m'-!-sic as you' put it_ 
out to th~m, which is often 
very good . because sometime~ ... 
singers get so bogged down ·in 
the. not~s. tha~ .. ~h~Y. forget: .the 
· ~ u~ihi~ · :~~in~i~~;: . ltC:s ~ ~1n· a 
particularly hectic one for the 
chorus because~ besides the 
difficulty of the piece (which 
spans nine movements and 
lasts almost three quarters of 
an hours), the group has had 
to work much without the ex-
pertise of Garda-Rcnart si nee 
the middle of St!ptember, 
when he pinched a nerve in 
his neck. Since then the group 
has been in the ab\e hands of 
Hastie, who came in to "pinch 
hit" while Garda-Rcnart recu-
perated; she also took over 
conducting the CappcHa Fcsti-
va rehearsals. Both groups, 
however, have risen to the oc-
casion, and Garci.a~Renart and 
Hastie arc looking forward to a 
successful concert. 
About the probability of his 
being well-enough to direct 
the concert, Garcia~Rcnart, 
who just .began attending re-
hearsa'ts again · last week, 
states definitely "I'm planning 
. on doing it unl~ss they have to. 
. drag me in on a stretcher." 
· .- The chorus's performance is 
sch~duled for Su!'iday, De-
cember 3 at eig~t injh~ even-
. i~g and will _be tocatcd in the. 
chapeL The pcHormance .Is · 
free and the group invites all 
members of the Bard commu-
nity to attend. 0 
Provides a safe, re-
liable ride home for 
anyone .too drunk to 
drive home this and 
every weekend .... 
Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday nights from 
12 a.m. to 3 a.m. 
Call 758-7 460 off 
campusr ext 460 on 
campus, or just call 
the switchboard. 




Fri. Nite till 7 p.m. 
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A long -walk do-wn a short road 
The author of this article re-
quested to remain anony-
mous. -ed · 
Walking up and down the 
Sawkill in all kinds of weather 
I ~ave gotten to know my 
ne1ghbors a little better. 
There is __ the Kingfisher; whose 
laughing 1 hear 9 t1mcs for 
every one time I see its ruf-
fled blue feathers and white 
collar. There are the dozens of 
Eastern Painted Turtles who 
live in the mm pond and 
come out on the logs when 
the sun shines brightly. 
There is a young snapping 
turtle, now somewhere in the 
. stream. It had fallen into the 
old swimming pool, and was 
living in the marsh which now 
fills the dcepcnd, dining on 
frogs perhaps. I lifted it out, 
ho)ding the massive tail at 
arms length to stay away from 
those hissing jaws. 
There are t~. great blue her-
ons and clumsy young green 
herons who fish in the bay, 
and sometimes try their luck 
in the mill pond or above the' 
higher falls. There are the 
waxy aphids, who have turned 
a low branch of a bc~ch tree 
into a good semblance of a 
snow-covered bough, except 
that this snow wriggles and 
twists when you puff your 
breath on it. 
All of this had become so fa-
. miliar that 1 looked out for 
each one cycn as I hurried up 
the hill to an appointment or 
back down to dinner. Then, 
the other night, I forgot my . 
flashlight. The one in the car 
had found its way down to the 
Field Station, and the one in 
my pack had been left at the 
office. _This had happened 
once before on a nice moonlit 
Amnesty · 
International 
, contintmi from page 3 
large, and its mt'mbcrs arc 
kept up to date. through mate-
rials sent from A. I. offices in 
places such as 1\e\'\' York 
Washington D. C., f'_vtassachU:~ 
sctts, and Colorado. 
Meetings arc held weekly in 
the Kline Committee rooms. 
At A. I. meetings, students arc 
briefed on the current status 
of prisoners · of conscience, 
and are encouraged to write 
letters to the governments 
where those prisoners arc be-
ing held. Students arc also giv-
en petitions to distribute 
throughout the Bard Campus 
which protest the detainments 
and executions of such people 
night and 1 had found my way 
down the trail without stum-
bling once . 
But thfs night was dark, with 
a little drizzle and absolutt'IY 
no glow in the sky except the 
distracting lights of the Thea-
ter. I set off slowly dmvn the 
road, one foot in front of the 
other, feeling. for the raised 
gravel of the center of the 
road, stopping and reorienting 
when I felt my feet crushing 
the poison ivy that lines the 
roadside. The going wasn ' t 
made any easier by the roar of 
the catnracts on the Sawkill to 
my left. 
·l. was startled out of my con-
centration by a glow that in 
the darkness seemed as 
bright as a street lig.ht, al-
though in fact it was too dim to 
sec my hand as I reached for 
it. Perched at eye level next to 
the road \'\'ere dozens of dim 
blue ghosts. A p~osphorcs­
cent fungus \Vas growing on 
the side 9f a snag. As l went 
on, 1 experienced the kind of 
prhnordial panic I feel when-
ever I begin to \\'onder if I've 
gone too far this time. Then 1 
stepped back, out of the shal-
low ditch I wandered into, and 
fir~t National Conference on 
the Death Penalty spons"arcJ 
by Amncsw Int('rnational. Ac-
cording to Ch<mncll, "Last 
year, Amnesty decided to re-
main impartial on what is no\\' 
one of the [Amnesty Interna-
tional's} biggest pushes." The 
conference _isb.cing held in an 
effort to help clarify A. l.' s po-
sition on capital punishment. 
For more information about 
the November conference, or 
about the Amnesty Interna-
tional movement at Bard · 
please contact·, either josh 
Channell or Rebecca Smith, or 
attend an A. I. m~ting. :J 
~ 
by their governments. " , 
In the near future, Bard stu- )\ 
dents . are encouraged to at- \'1,(( 
tend conferences such as the ' \\\ ~ 
one being held on November .. ' ::;;:::-~ /;r.,":~~-111~ 
fourth in' Boston. This is the .--- · 
thought it through carefully. 
After all, this was New York, 
not Borneo or Be1ize. What 
was there to be afraid of? 
There are rattlesnakes in the 
Catskills, but riot here. Cop-
perheads might occur around 
here, but in all my years walk-
ing in the woods, I've seen 
only one poisonous snake. 
Stepping on one now seemed 
pretty unlikely. The wolves 
and big cats the Native Amer-
icans must have worried about 
are long gone. I had heard 
that someone had seen a 
black bear eating berries in Ti-
voli last year, but they would 
probably be as scared · of me 
as 1 was of them. 
That left the odd human ma-
niac, but what would a maniac 
be doing down this road \vith-
out a flashlight? lf 1 could 
keep myself from wandering 
over the edge of the embank-
ment into the Sawki11 itself, 
everything would be all right. 
And of course, it was. In the 
end1 I felt relieved and maybe 
even a little disappoin.ted that 





Individual or s~udcnt organi-
zation needed to promote 
our Spring Break trips. Earn 
money, free tr1ps, and valua~ 
b lc work experience. APPLY 
NOW! Call Inter-Campus 
Programs: 1-800-327-6013 
ATTENTION -- HH.{ING! 
Government jobs- your area. 
.$17,840--$69,485. 
Call 1-800-838-8885 ext. 
Rl8,624 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP 
TO $1700 IN ONLY 10 
DAYS!!! Student groups, fra-
ternities, sororities needed for 
marketing project on campus. 
For details, plus a FREE GIFT, 
groupd officers call 1-800-950-
8472ext.O. 
U-Haul assistance: pack 
Thursday near Bard, unpack 
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Our 'Environment 
Leaves of Autumn grace Bard 
by Jen Anonia 
The natural environment is 
an awe-inspiring scene. I 
have just begun to notice it 
all, discovering little tidbits of 
ideas, but mostly realizing 
how much l have to learn. In 
this column, I'll share some 
of the "tidbits" I've found. 
The brilliant colors of the 
leaves during reading week 
were amazing. Leaves con-
tain pigments, the most dom-
inant of which is chlorophy1l, 
which transforms light energy 
into chemical energy. Chloro-
phyll absorbs violet, blue, and 
red wavelengths, but reflects 
green light, producing the 
green of the leaves. The 
amounts of chlorophyll in 
each tree determine the 
shades of green. Bccau~e of 
the change, in temperature in 
the fall, however, the lea,·es 
stop producing chlor~phyll. 
Then, the carotene pigments 
of red, yellow, and orungL' 
dominate over the green of 
the chlorophyll, thus c.:tu<;ing 
a change in the colors of the 
leaves. 
Friday in M .. mhattan (11 /16-17 
or 11/30-12/1). Better than 
W?S wages. Contact Burt Bro-
. dy, campus mail. 
JOBS IN ALASKA 
HIRJNG: Men-Women 
SummcrNear-round. CANNER-
IES,FlSHING, LOGGING, TOURING, 
CONSTRUcriON up to $600 weekly, 
plus FREE room and bc.rni. 
CALl NOW! call refundable 
1-20&-736-0775, c.xl 169 A 
PERSONALS 
To Amara: we survived anoth-
er week! Maybe we really do 
have a staff! 
Indeed, ·trees can be identi-
fied by the fall colors of their 
leaves. Oak trees arc known 
for their ·red leaves. and 
acorns. Yellow leaves identify 
the poplars. The leaves of the 
maples vary in color from 
bright reds to muddy oranges. 
The red maple, however, can 
be id~ntificd by their decora-
tive bark and oval leaves as 
opposed to the aspen's circu-
lar leaves. 
Leaf-shedding of deciduous 
trees occurs to prevent ·water 
loss. Most water escapes 
through the stomata, an 
opening in the leaves. The 
trees need to conserve water 
during the winter months, 
and so the leaves arc shed. 
Losing leaves, however, re-
quires \<1rge amounts of nutri-
ents and energy. In order to 
make leaf-shedding benefi-
cia), deciduous trees must 
have a growing season of four 
months in good soils. There.: 
fore, deciduous trees can only 
grow in a warm, mild growing 
season, follov~·cd by a colder 
winter, such as the climate 
of Annandale, Ne\v York. 0 
Crow: Muso bello--No vo re-
star qua. Alfons nous a NYC 
pe>r voir Don Giovanni. Son 
per voi tutti foco! Pretzel? 2 
Still wa~ted, an underclass-
man or upperclassman will-
ing to gi\'e backrubs, love and 
consoling words to a rapidly 
ailing senior. Sen'd replies c/o 
Bard Observer. 
Oh stop you silly spell thing! 
It's just fun and games, you 
know. I don't know. They 
called her the hyacinth girl 
until she began menstruating 
marigold. blossoms. 
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Some like it dark •.. 
We've been receiving com-
ments claiming us to be une-
qual opportunity reviewers, 
prefering lighter colored 
beers over darker. 
. So this week we're not only 
reviewing a dark beer, but it is 
a minority and a female beer 
in order to meet our neces-
sary quotas. We'll meet them, 
even if Coors ' doesn't. 
Next week we will compare a 
religious beer with an agnostic 
ale. 
Dab Dark and Dinkel Acker 
Dark are the two beers that 
we had. the pleasure to te1ste 
this week.. 
Both are dark, but ·not syru: 
py, somewhere in between .a -
heavy, full light beer, such as 
Beck's or Superior, and a . 
·thick ~ottish ale, like Belha-:-
ven or the . English Guinness 
Stout. 
Both are in the s~me range 
as the popular New Castle 
Brown Ale, although neither is 
as smooth. 
In comparison against each 
other, the Dab was fuller and 
smoother, while Dinkel Acker 
had a·-noticeably sourer and 
sharper taste, along with a 
lasting aftertaste that is not as 
bad as Meisterbrat,t's, but not 
overly pleasing. 
The sour taste of Dinkel Ack-
er is not awful, and to certain 
people would be pleasing, but 
because of its aftertaste we 
~ou~d suggest this beer only 
with a meaL We repeat that 
this is a tasty beer, but· its af-
tertaste is a drawback. 
Dab has a smoother feel 
without the lasting aftertaste. 
Definitely a midrange dark 
beer for someone who wants 
more taste than found in a 
light beer, but doesn't want a 
burnt chocohte syrup either. 
Now that we have reviewed 
the beers, an explanation of 
the differences in the brewing 
process that makes a beer 
The brewer first creates a 
mash consisting of the malted 
barl_ey, water, hops, whatever 
cereals used (whe.at, rice1 or 
corn are most common, al-
though any starchy vegetable 
or grain can be :used), and sug-
_ars or syrups. This is called the 
wort. . 
Now the fermentation pro-
cess begins, beer wouldn't .be 
too popular without this step. 
There are two basic ways to 
ferment the beer, bottom fer-
mentation and top fermenta-
tion. Thi~ is the basic distinc-
tion between light and dark 
beers, although how tl!e barley 
is malted slightly affects the 
color and taste (we will explain 
· this process next week). 
Top fermentation is done 
with · a· specific type of yeast 
that reacts _only at the top 
the vat. 'There is iess yeast 
us~, the fermentation period 
. is shorter (5-8 days, as opposed 
. to s.:.1o for bott'om .fermenta-
tion), _and th~ temperature is 
much higher (68° to 75° F vs 
55° to 60° F). . 
The highe~· temperatures give 
the beer a sourer al)d stronger 
taste; while the yeast it$elf 
creates the darker color. 
Back to our beers of the 
week:; 
<;:hris 6 
Dinkel Acker Dark: 
Jody 41/2 
ChrisSl/2 
Both beers arc regularly 
$5.49 a six pack at Bev-Way 
and for us this is too much for 
the quality you're getting. 
Dinkel Acker's sourness was 
to much for me (jody) and 
double for the aftertaste. Dab 
was definitely smoother and 
more enjoyable, but not that 
~njoyable. For both of us, ar:~.d 
we assume for most of our au-
dience, neither of these beers 
could be drunk in quantity be-
cause of their relative thick-
ness. 
We would recommend drink-
ing these in the winter for en-
joyment, as opposed to during 
the summer when you want a 
thirst quenching beer. C1 
BEVERAGE WAY 
S~PE.RMARKET OF BE~R AND SODA 
Route 9, 2 miles north of Red Hook 758-0541 
THE AREA'S BEST SELECTION OF. 
IMPORTED & DOM.ESTIC BEER 
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Spend ~~An Evening with Jackie Mason" 
By David Biele 
Jackie Mason, one of Ameri-
ca's most celebrated and a p-
plauded comedians will be ap-
pearing at the Mid-Hudson 
Civic Center on Saturday, No-
vember 18 as a fund-raising ef-
fort for the Jewish Community 
Center of Dutchess County, an 
affiliated agency of the United 
Way of Dutchess County and 
the Jewish Federation of 
Dutchess County. 
Mr. Mason, a popular comic 
for decades known for his 
sharp tongue and biting sar-
casm, lets no one be immune 
from his attack. He espedall y 
loves to poke fun at racial ste-
reotypes. For example, in his 
Broadway show he speaks of 
several "friends" of his saying, 
"1 have a friend who is half 
Polish and half Jewish-- he's a 
janitor but he owns the build-
ing," and that he also who has 
a friend who is "half Polish and 
half German-- he hates Jews, 
he just doesn't know why." 
In the past few years Mr. Ma-
son has found a new surge in 
his popularity, which was se-
verely affected when he was 
blacklisted back in the 60's for 
giving the finger on national 
television. Several years ago 
Mr. Mason returned to popu· 
tar attention and returned big 
with his one man Broadway 
show, The World According to 
Me, which was a critical and 
_ commercial success. ·He has 
since appeared in Caddyshack 
2, and currently has his own 
nationaUy televised situation 
comedy Chic~n Soup. 
The Jewish Community Cen-
ter is proud to present this 
Giant of Corned y and hope to 
earn enough proceeds from 
the concert to save the impe-
~led Jewish Community Cen-
ter. The money earned from 
this show, Center officials say, 
will significantly influence the 
facility's ability to stay open. 
The C~nter "historically and 
traditionally hot:ne t9 a v~st ar-
ray of organizations and agen-
cies," has been . serving the 
Hudson Valley for more than 
60 years. The many services of 
the Center, which include 
Blood Drives, Flu Clinics, 
Health Fairs, Senior Citizen 
Clubs, Nursery School and 
Hebrew School will all be in 
jeopardy if the Center is 
forced to close. 
Tickets f~r the performance 
are on sale now, and cost 530. 
Interested persons can order 
them through Ticket Master 
by calling 454-3388. For more 
information about the perfor-
mance, or for giving donations 
to the center, one can call their 
office at 471-0430. :J 
More comedy 
Rising Comedy Star to 
Help Those Post Midterm 
Blues 
Comedienne Do~na Cooper 
wil1 appear at the Student 
Center on Monday, Novem-
ber 13, at 9 p.m. Cooper was 
. winner of the Funny Actress in 
New York competition in 1987, 
and has appeared on the TV 
program "Show time at . the 
Apollo" and at coJ:!ledY clubs 
such as Dangerfield's. She is 
. described as a winning . per-
former, who "keeps the pace 
moving and the laughs com-
ing". And it's only a shor~ walk 
·to the show, so why not? ·\ , 
But if you come down wtth a 
case of campus claustropho-
bia, there is the option of 
braving the traffic on Rte. 9 for 
this ·next performer ... 
Howie Hits Poughkeepsie 
for a return engagement: 
Rock Without A Home: ''American~ Bands" 
by Seth Hollander 
I have a need to write about 
this: The Long Ryders (LA 83-
87), The Dream Syndicate (LA 
82-88), The Del Fuegos (Bos-
ton 8~87), Rank & File (Aus-
tin, TX 82-87), X (LA 78?-88), 
Rain Parade (LA 83-87?),· and 
unknown and innumerable 
others, killed by our twisted 
musical mores. Punishment 
pursuant to the tenant 'The 
public shall decide what music 
is worthy of success and what 
music isn't," in accordance 
with the fundamental law 'The 
public will wish success upon 
the music it is told it must 
like." Reality: we, in the wake 
of the Beath:~s and S_tones, 
tend to prefer British bands, 
on rarely consciously recog~ 
nized and deliberated princi-
ples. Lester Bangs, a \'\.'idely 




· from around 
the World. 
150/o off with ~his ad . 
Open Daily 10 E. Market St 
his high school (c. \965) ba'f\d-
mates loved "I'm A Man" by 
the "admittedly almighty 
(English) Yardbirds," but de-
rided "Psychotic Reaction,'' 
because The Count Five were 
"Just a bunch of zitfarms ... 
like the band I was in. . . so 
fuck 'em." Bangs also reports 
that "it did seem like they 
came ·awfully dose to being 
the same song. . . I played 
harp exactly the sam'e in 
both." Besides, did Chuck 
Berry come from Nottingham 
Forest, Elvis from Liverpool, 
Bob Dylan fro.m Glasgow? 
Nooooo! 
False ,reality: British bands 
are better than American 
bands. Unfortunately no ra-
dio, record store, or music mc-
d ia person sold you the Amer-
ican bands, not like they 
constantly ram the new Brit 
sensation down your throat. So 
none of you liked them. But 
wait! 
On a case-by-case level 
that's not true. I like them, and 
I've met a few other people 
who like them. There are indi-
continued on page 7 
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Internationally Renowned Yugoslavian Cellist To Perform 
The Yugoslavian ceilist Vat-
ter Despalj, who has been ac-
claimed in capita Is from New 
York to New Delhi ~-and in 
others including London, Syd-
ney, Moscow, Warsaw, and 
Washington D.C. -- will per~ 
form classica~ repertoire at 
Bard College on Wednesday, 
November 15. 
. His concert, which is open to 
. the public free of charge, wil1 
be held in the F.W. Olin Audi-
torium at 8 p.m. Performing 
with him will be the pianist Es-
tela Olevsky; -
Mr. Despalj began his musi-
cal education at the age of six, 
began to play ceUo at nine, 
and won several important 
awards and· competitions in-
cluding the Washington In-
ternational Competition be-
fore he was twenty. 
Two years later he graduated 
from the Jul1iard School, 
where he studied with Leo-
. . 
-at Bard Coll~ge 
nard ·Rose, a·nd later studied at. 
the Moscow Conservatory and 
took master classes with Pablo 
Casa]s, Pierre Fournier and 
Andre Navarra. Mr. Despalj 
has performed extensive! y ali 
over Europe, North America, 
Asia and Australia, including 
performances in some of aU of 
the worl~'s most prestigious 
concert halls such as Carnegie 
Hall, Royal Festival Hall in 
Londo~. Leningrad Philhar-
monic Hall, Warsaw Philhar-
monic Halt and Washington's 
Kennedy Center. 
In addition to his concert 
work, Mr. Despalj teaches at 
the Zagreb Academy of Music 
and. has given master classes 
in Austria, Finland and Austra-
lia. Ho plays on a 300-yearooQld 
·cello made by the famous 
Cremonese master Gianbat-
tista Rogeri. . · 
Pianist Estela Olevsky is ana-
tive of Argentina and made 
her debut in Buenos Aires at 
the age of eight. At 16, she be-
came the youngest graduate 
to receive the Diploma Artisti-
co de Piano from the Conser-
vatorio Nacional de Musica. 
She has also earned a con-
ducting diploma,· and studied 
composition with Alberto Gi-
nastera. While her broad re-
pertoire embraces the whole 
of the piano literature, Ms. 
Olevsky is pa~ti.cularly known 
for her performances of 
Spanish and· Latin American · 
music. 
Mr. Despall and Ms. Olevsky 
are featured soloists in a com-
pact disk of music by Richard 
Strauss with the Janacek Phil-
. !:'tarmonic from Czechoslovak-
ia. 
·Their concert is a presenta-
ti'on of the Bard College Cen-
ter. For more information call 
Arnie McEvoy at (914) 7.58-
7425. . 0 
.··· ... :DANCE THEATRE III, 1989 
.by Max Guazzoni Hmm~... the concert~ entit!ed, "Rela-
The Bard Theatre of Drama jessie Marquez made use · tive Isolations." I laughed, l 
and Dance presented a four of a very valuable resource in wondere.d., 1 was very enter-
evening dance concert series her .choice in musical acco.m- tained · 
last weekend entitled Dance paniment for the dance she A iot of good shit is going. 
Theatre lll, 1989. Five student both choreographed and per- on now. There's strong evi-
choreographers: -Suzan Alpar- formed. The choice: excellent, dence. of some pretty major 
sian, Merrideth Chartier, Jes- the music, composed and explorations of sound and 
sie Marquez, and Christophor created by Maria Marquez,. . . set, costume, and dance. I 
Gilbert instructe9. tw~nty one [just don't have words, but I'd recommend experiencing as 
dancers through~ut the elcv- , love to get a recording. And . much of it as you can, and if 
en dances performed. Each the way she moves: with Free- you attended last week's per~ 
one a spectical in itself; I left " dom, capital F. formances, you probably 
with a feeling of awe at how Jubilith. Moore cruised on would too. And if you had the 
much good shit is going on through in glory with her chance to, but at the last min-
around here. piece, It Pulis Like a Kite. Ef- ute decided to go for pi.zza 
The evening opened with fervescent in style and brilli- and beer instead, then 
SPARKS! -a Suzan Alparslan antly colorful in costume, this you're just plain stupid and 
piece. Highly energized with dance radiated .a soul-filling don't make the same mistake 
rthree silver midsummer night cheerfulness that, in my ex- again. This up and coming 
figments, yet the dance main- pcrience, is in no way contra- weekend, there'll be more. 
tained a tender and tight inti:-- dictory to Jubllith's ow'i-1 ~har- With four or five separate 
macy through out. A ·notable acter. dates, you have no excuse. 
achievement and a praisewor- Christophor Gilbert some- Now, I'm a big fan of pizza 
thy accomplishment for this how managed to choreograph and beer, too, ok? but you've 
first time choreographer, and five distinct pieces for each of got to catch the shit as it 
I, for one~ am excited to wit- the four nights, each otlC well floats by, so to speak, you 
ness more. deserving a ·good chunk of might as well, since you're 
Merrideth Chartier pre- Observer ink. Seven were here, now. Last weekend's 
sented us with two pieces each planned,· but two had to be ·concerts were and still are ex-
night; one an intere~ting exer- moved to the next concert ser- cellent, damn it. I'm writing 
cise of space and character, ies this up and coming week- this now, but that's last Sun- -
the other, a flamenco en- end. Wel1, what can you do? day to you, and 1 plan to 
hanced hy a beautifully rhyth- ,We're only human on this catch tomorrows perfor-
mic poem entitled "Aunque tu planet. ·My personal favorite mance if I can, but definitely 
no estas" b . . . M. Chartier wa~ the last one, at the close of on Tuesday, so there. · 0 
continued from page 6 
viduals among us. That's O.K.! 
Reebock says to "Let U B U," 
so become an individual and 
join in the crowd. In the pro-
cess pick up some fine Ameri-
can bands like the above or, to 
name a very few, personar 
faves, Opal, The Young Fresh 
. Fellows, Green On Red, Leav~ 
ing Trahs, Redd Kross/Tater · 
Totz ... the list goes on and on. 
Slip occassiomi.I, short doses of 
this music into your listening 
menu. Once familiar~ty sets in, 
once you get acclimated, 
you'll recognize just how good 
this music, a foreign sub-
stance in it's homeland (al· 
most al.l the bands mentioned 
here are much more popular 
, in Europe, for their "Ameri-
canism," than here) really is. 
To quote Billy Bragg, an Eng-
lishman, "Help save the youth 
of America." Both the listen-
ing_ youth and the performing 
youth. Support your brothers 
and sisters. Buy Young Amer-
ican. American music is worth 
saving. 0 
~··~· I. •'') i . /\ \\ ,/i 
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Specializing in 
SZECHUAN e CANTONESE 
LUNCH • DINNER f
i<' ¢J"'-~ ,,/,' 
,~~ftf0v... / 
~ .~0 
- ct d~·Cf FULL MENU 
\_,-, . .= .. ~. DELICIOUS FOOD - LOW PRICES 
~ EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 
MON-THURS. U-10 e FRI 11-11 e SAT. 11:30-11 
SUN. 3:00-10 
876-3499 
ASTOR SQUARE MALL • . RHINEBECK 






























Account Agcn t 
Allstate Insuran~t.:> Company · 
·Route 9, A~tor Square 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
. (914) 876-3632 
THE CHANCE 
Box Office 




HUNTER & RONSON 
With STEVE JONES of 




RED HOT CHILl PEPPERS. 
With YOUNG FRESH FELlOWS 
\ 6 'I'RS. & CLOER WELCOMf 
WVKR Welc(;mes · · 
KING OIAMOND 
WithTOXIK 
16 YRS. & OLDER WElCOME 
WPDH Welcomes 
-NOT FADE AWAY 
THE RADIATORS 
The Raphael Mark Scholarship ll•n•fit 
. FEATURING 
Reunlan of lAST CHANCE JAZZ 8-.No 
21 yrs. two shows 7 & 10:30 
WPDH Welcomes 
DR. DIRTY JOHN VALLOY 
THE MACHINE 
. (PINK FLOYD Tribute) 
WPDH Welcomes 
BONHAM 
With THE fRONT 
JACK BRUCE 








, Plus POWER MAD 
Tickets available at the Chance Box Office, open 1 0 
a.m.-6 p.m., Monday-Saturday. Mastercard/Vi~a ac-
cepted. Doors open at 8 p.m.., 18 and up unless 
otherwise specified. I. D. REQUIRED. 
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Men's Soccer Finishes at 4-12-1 
The men's soccer season 
came to a close ·on Saturday 
on a down note, losing to New 
York Polytechnic, 3-1. 
"The season was very suc-
cessful," according to coach 
Joel Tomson. "By the end of 
the season we were playing 
better ·than I could have ex-
,peeted." 
Bard scored flrst on a suc-
cessful penalty kick by Colin 
Clark, after he was tripped in 
the box by a Polytechnic 
player. 
The game against Polytech-
nic was hard fought, with the 
score not necessarily indicat-
. ing Bard's effort. Frustration 
was running high due to the 
obnoxious and unprofession-
al attitude of the opposing 
coach. He would not make 
any t>ffort to provide anyone 
to run lines and provide balls 
when out of bounds, the game 
balls were either over or un-
der inflated, which combined 
with th~ bumpiness of the 
field made it very difficult to 
control the ball. 
Oh well, Bard has lost before 
and we'll do it again so no use 
worrying abou~ things out of 
our controL 
Speaking of things out of 
control, I hope you caught our 
last home game of the season 
on Thursday. against Mt. St. 
Mary .. Craziness! · 
Bard took the lead in the first 
23 seconds of the game when 
Colin Clark scored on a one-
on-one with the keeper. ' Only 
34 seconds later Mt. St. Mary 
tied the g'!-me. After watching 
two goals in the first minute of 
the game one would think the 
final would be arourid 35-17, 
but no, the game ended in a 
tie 1-1. 
The game got ~cally out of 
control in late in the second 
half when Bard wing Greg As-
tor ran into their goalie while 
chasing a ball, and the keeper 
ran solidly into the goalpost. 
The Mt. St. Mary team imme-
diately charged Greg \Vho did 
his best to escape, and soon 
both teams were at each other, 
with a tcw punches thrown, in-
cluding several by Ernest 
Reese. 
Order was restored and the 
game was finished with no oth-
er .major incident, however, no 
overtime was played due to 
darkness. · ' 
Congratulations go out to the 
seniors on the team, Manny 
Lopez, Chris Hancewicz, Ern-
est Reese, and madman Joe 
Ulam. Thanks from the rest of 
thetcam. 0 
Squash Team in Action 
by Jason Van Dricsche 
The men's squash team, 
which is in its first season ever, 
had its first match on Wed-
nesday, at home against the 
Squash Club (Bard faculty _and 
ot.hcr community members 
who are rneinbcrs of the gym). 
As of press time, the outcome 
is unknown, but the Bard 
team has m~ny good players. 
Many of the best players on 
. the tcani .1re from Pakistan, 
where sgtlJsh is an unofficial 
r-----------
national !>port. 
There arc a total of fifteen 
players on the team, but only 
the top nine play in the match-
es. l~ankjng trials wen~ .held on 
Monday1 so the team is set for 
the first m~tch. However, this 
ranking is by no means per-
manent. If, for example, lhe 
tenth ranked player begins to 
beat the ninth rankccl. player 
consis-tently in practice, the 
ranking will change according-
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· Richman and 
W allace-Senft to · 
represent Bar_d at 
Nationals 
At Briarcliff Manor on Satur-
day, Brad Richman ran a per-
sonal best time (28:41) to fin-
ish 5th arid lead the team to a 
2nd place finish at the NAIA 
District 31 cross county cham-
pionships. 
Dorothy \Vallace-Senft will 
be accompanying Richman to 
the National meet at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. She fin-
ished 4th, running the 3 mile 
course in 20:24. 
·The other finishers for Bard 
were Dave Simpson, 9th 
(30:22), Claude Ferris, 12th, 
(31 :14), Sean Finney, 18th 
(33:03), Dave Dc1-Debbio 
(38:22)r and Jim Kelly (38:28). 
Betsy Richards did not quali-
fy for the National meet for 
· the first time, taking 8th place 
with a time of 21:01 D 
continued from page 8 
According to Otey, the reason 
for this lack of cha~ge is that 
student attitudes towards alco-
hol have not changed much 
since the 1960's. "Alcohol has 
been the drug of choice for 
college students for the last 
ten to t\-venty years," said 
Otcy. 
Student attitudes towards 
Bard's alcohol policy arc gen-
erally very positive. "It's great 
not to always have .security 
breathing down }'Oil! neck," 
said freshman Rick Nacy. 
•Most students seem to feel 
Friday, November 10, 19~9-
Tuesday 11/14: 
Intramural V -Ball 
8:30 The lgnominous Ones vs Bubbaloo 
8:30 High Definition vs Nitrous _Oxide · 
9:30 Comparatlvc Advantage vs The Stum-
blebums 




8:30 The Stumblebums vs Bubbaloo 
8:30 High Definition vs The lgnominous Ones 
9:30 Comparative Advantage vs Nitrous Ox-
ide 
Friday 11/16: 
Men's Bask~tball at Maritime Tourney 
8:00 AWAY 
Women's Volleyball Team 
makes the semi-finals 
On Saturday, the CACC Con-
ference Tournament was held 
at the Stevenson Gymna~ium 
here at Bard College. 
Bard's team finished ano.ther 
successful season, making it to 
the semi-finals, losing to 
Nyack 15-7, 15-12. 
Earlier in the day, the women 
firmly trounced Bloomfield 15-
11, 15-2, and St. Joseph's 15-4, 
15-6, and lost to St. Thomas 
Aquinas 15-12,. 15-6. St. Thorn-
as Aquinas went on to repeat 
as conference champion for 
the second year. 
that the current alcohol policy 
is the best policy for Bard, 
since a stricter policy would 
not 5top anyone from drinking. 
It would simply make life . 
more difficult. 
A final aspect of Bard's alco-
hol policy concerns education 
and treatment. This includes 
·collcge~sponsored alternatives 
to social drinking (such as the 
Detour parties), education 
about the dangers of alcohol 
abuse, and treatment and 
counseling for students \Vho 
Jade Bingham and Morgan 
Cleveland led the team, being 
selected to second and first 
tournament teams respective-
ly. 
Bingham served for 40 points 
in the· four matches, including 
10 in one game against Bloom-
field. She is the setter for the 
team. 
Cleveland contro1le9 the 
front line with countless 
spikes, blocks, and kills. 
Congratulations to the three 
co-captains, Bingham, Linda 
Hallidav, and Dee Holt,. also 
the seni~rs of the team. 0 
have drinking problems. To 
address these issues more ef-
fectively, the college i~ in t~1C 
process of hiring an Assistant 
Dean for Alcohol and Drug 
Education. This position \Vitl 
be funded by a -gra~t from the 
federal government. 0 
PSYCHO ANALYSIS 
4XWeek 
Sliding fee scale 
Insurance coverage likely 
0 0 0 0 
Candidates respond to: 
Dr. P. De Blasi, Jr. 
14 Center Street 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
(914) 876-3545 . (212) 595-0735 
Friday, Nov~?l~e~ _!0~ 1989 
Recycling 
· continued from page 1 
T ANT: Staples must be re-
moved and boxes must be 
flattened) 
The following items CAN-
NOT be recycled: magazines, 
envelopes (because of glue), 
. rubber bands, coffee cups (all 
·kinds), paper clips and sta-
ples, glossy paper, wa'xed pa-
. per, ch~~ically coated papeT -
(e.g. carbonless credit_ card 
slips), chemicals, and paper 
. towels. ' 
Non -recyclable garbage wiJI 
· be: r,emoved fro~ buildings 
and tak~n ~o o.11-campus· 
· transfer s~tes daily; Recyda-
bles will be ~mptied into larg-
er bins right outside the build-
ings, and t~_en, taken to 
·.dumpsters at the transfer sites 
as necessary. The four transfer 
· sites are the B & G ·truck stor-
age area, the junction of Wa-
~er Plant Road and Blithewood 
Road, the area between· the 
old dump and Stevenson 
Gymnasium, and the area be-
hind. SMOG. 
What does this REA.LL Y 
mean to you? You are now 
part of a ;community that is 
making an effort towards re-
ducing the world's solid waste 
problems. It is hoped that eve-
ryone will work together to 
make this project successful. 
With just a little effort, we can 
make a substantial difference. 
Howey_er, recycling alone is 
not enough: The importance 
of reducing the amount of 
waste produced cannot be 
-· overemphasized. Instead of 
requesting paper bags over 
plastic ones in the super mar-
ket ... bring your own bags~ 
Don't jus_t throw your glass jars 
in the recycling bin~ use them 
·for other purposes if possible . 
.(e.g. storjng food). 
The point here is that the so-· 
Iution to the solid waste prob-
lem is a three st~p process: ·re-
d u~e, reuse; ·and recycle. B & 
G, along with some help from 
·· the Environmental/Recycling 
Club, has qone it~ _best to , 
make the t.hird step of this pro-
cess ~s convenient as possible. 
It is now up to all of us to do 
our part. 
[f you have any questions 
with the recycling program,_ 
please feel free to contact 
Sh-elley Morgan, Dick Grif-
fiths, Cara Graninger, or Jenni-
fer Poitras. · 
Note: The Observer is a recy-
clable publication! 0 
Bored with life? 
_;.,·" 
-~ .. 
Join the Observer and get in on late night 
layout, editorial meetings, free pizza and 
use of the Observer helicopter. 
Reporters always welcome, with or without experience. 
This is your paper, make it so. -
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And so, sex continues ... 
continued f~ompage 2 
After being approved by the 
two outside reViewers, it is sent 
· to an a!;>sodat~ ~ditQr for final 
approval. 
At the present time, there is 
one articl~ which has been ap-
· .. proved. for inclusion in the first 
·edition, and many more are in 
the revi_ew process. The jour-
nal is due to go to press in Feb-
ruary, with ·publication 'in 
june/July of 1990. 
The presence of the Journal 
of the History of Sexuality on 
campus enriches the standing 
Off the Leash 
of Bard and opens greater op-
portunities to students. The 
journal already employs seven 
students, and for anyone inter-
ested .in publishing, the jour-
nal is an ideal working experi-
ence. . 
In addition to the pubiication 
of the journal, there are sever-
al other programs in the dis-
cussi9n stage. which willl;>ene-
fit the Bard community. 
These include the possibility 
of an international conference 
on the history of sexuality; the · 
formation of an in~erdiscip1i-
by~-~· Park 
Having marked the exact spot Custer rode 
under the cliff each noon, Red Feather 





·nary concentration in the his-
tory of sexuality (organized 
along the same lines as the 
Women's . Studies program) 
for students interested in the 
study of sexuality; and a lec-
ture series on sexuality ·organ-
ised by BLAGA with th~ assis· 
tancc of Fout. 
A two semester course, taught 
by Fout, wiU be offered begin-
ning in the 1990 fall se~ester; · 
It will cover all aspects of the 
history of sexuality in Western 
culture,· from ancient times to 
the present. a 
··oAT .Date$ 
Any students interested in 
taking the Optometry Admis-
sion Test (OAT); which is re· 
quircd by all schools and col-
leges of optometry in the 
United States and Canada, 
should contact Professor John 
Ferguson. OAT application 
deadlines are January 2, 1990 
for the February 10 test and 
September 4, 1990 for the Oc-
tober 13 test. · 
Ferguson can be found in 
Hegeman 303 or reached at 
ext~sion. 300.<1!1 0 
~.· .. ~·rt/. 
~·· 
COMEDY CONTEST 
Funniest College Student in 
the Hudson VaiJey Contest 
Bananas Comedy Club 
presents the third annua) 
"Funniest College Student in 
the Hudson VaHey Contest" 
·on Friday, November 17. The 
~ontest is open to all, full-time 
college students who are age 
18 or over, and who have never 
received- money as a stand-up 
co med i~n. Each con_t~stane s 
comedy routine will b~ ~mi~ 
to·- three_ Plinute~ _of origi~al, 
. . ; tj.s.~~efuf. ~~_teri.~\. Fi~st prize is 
- SIOO, !lnd there wil~ p~zes for 
all con~estants. So if you're the 
Class down, am~ you'~ ev~n _ 
fanny ·during fiitals, start re-
h~arsing your best. material, 
and tell your funny friends to· 
get their act together. .' _ 
The contest will b~ held fol-
lowing the 8:30 p.m~ show star-
ring David Sayh, from.. the T~ 
night $how and Showtime TV. 
To enter the contest, cal1471-
5002, mention the contest and 
leave your name and number. 
Someone from Banans will 
contact you with more infor-
mation. · ---
Bananas Comedy Club locat-
ed at: Holiday Inn, Route 9 
and Sharon Drive, ~ough­
keepsie. -- · Cl 
I 
/ 
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Sperides Officers ~espond.to charges of 
condoning alcohol ab.use . 
• · • • • _ _ • :o,: ...;..._ _ 
of alcohol, without regarding 
the underlying psychological 
components of the syndrome 
which t!\ey ~lso displa):'~ We 
request that the author of this . 
opinion not project his/her 
own personal issues onto 
Saferides. AnAl-Anon/ ACOA 
meeting might be a more ap- · 
propriate forum for working · ~ 
through th}s dysfunctional at-
titude~ . , ... · 
To the editor: 
We are surprised. at the edi-
torial opinion which appeared 
in the October 27, 1989 Ob-
server ("Saferides condones 
alcohol abuse", p. 10). The 
views expressed therein are 
startlingly narrow-minded; the. . . 
author's position on drunk 
driving finds its only analogue 
in that of those who feel that 
condoms and disposable 
needles should not be distrib-
uted because they promote 
immoral behavior. This unre-
alistic notion is not effectively 
offset by the inclusion of pro-
gressive notions (" ... capitalist-
established rehabilitation 
chains that .have mush·- · 
roomed to turn huge profits 
from human misery")--thc au- · 
thor's opinion can only _be li-
kened to that of the Moral 
Majority. 
We would like to respond to 
several of the au.thor' s naive 
assertions. 5/he finds Safe-
rides to be the "fli.msicst 
band-aid" to the "fatal d~s­
ease of addiction." Saferides 
does not seek to combat the 
problem of addiction, rather it 
seeks to remedy a particularly 
fatal consequence of intoxica-
tion, a consequence that is in 
fact a "solid issue" --the lives 
. of both alcoho1ics and social 
drinkers alike, ~nd innocent 
motorists. '"Saferides con-
dones suicidal behavior as 
long as 'no one else gets 
hurt."' Drunk driying is the 
most direc.tly suicidal path 
that anyone who drinks might 
take, and obviously Saferides 
. doesn't condone the most im-
mediately lethal aspect of ine-
briation. · · 
ThE':l author of the editorial 
opinion states .that "[w)e have 
reached a sta.teof social crisis 
when alcohol is required as a 
lubricant ... " Drinking is a uni-
versal phenomenon, occur-
ring in virtually every culture. 
.. However, alcohol is abused 
most widely in cultures ·in 
which there is both a heredi-
tary disposition and a particu-
lar attitude towards drinking 
like that held by the .author: 
these cultures cannot recon-
cile alcohol with responsible 
behavior. Cultures which do 
not display high degrees of al-
cohol abuse define dri_nking 
as an activity which may be 
accompanied by responsibili-
ty, not as taboo or masculine 
and romantically reckless. 
Saferides promotes a respon-
sible and healthy attitud~ to-
wards drinking. Perhaps 
through promulgating this 
more healthy attituq~ we. c.an 
potentially steer the social 
drinker away from dysfunc-
tional alcohol use which may 
lead to alcoholism. 
The au~hor of your opin~on 
seems to promote the categor-
ical prohibition of drinking. 
His/J:le~. conqer:rlna~1on of our . · 
posters eliciting ~upport belies · 
a very pig-headed under- Penny K·rainin, President of 
standing of what is at stake. S/ Safcrides · 
he fin-ds fault \vith our ufar Geoffrey · W(ts.on, ·Secretary-
from somb~r-~s,m~" \t} trying to · · 
save liv~. Should o~r "postcrs ' .. , . ·Movies_ in Stu.dent 
read "We understand that Cente'r no good if 
you arc 'cmoti_o_~<llly, m<.'ntai-
ly, physically, and spiritually .... you c~n't breathe 
debilitatted I' --don't drive your 
car, ride with us ,md we will 
preach· to )iou, w_e will drive 
you to the ·Chemical Depen-
dency Urut at St. Ben~dictinc 
HospitaY <albeit capitalist ~x­
ploitation): we arc morally su-
perior to-"you .. Perhaps we'll · 
give you some scientific : jar~ 
gon descif~ing your problem, 
also."? is this going to encour- · 
age a re~p.onsible attitude to-
wards drinking? Attitudes 
aside, ~rh() \vmi.ld take aavan-
tagc of the servke? . Who 
would g.et -in a car with the au-
thor of this opinion? We re-
gret that the opinion was un-
signed,· fQr we cannot insure 
that s/he js not a111ongst our 
pool of drivers; his/her atti-
tude toward users of the ser-
vice would ~ot rcprese~t the 
aims of our program. 
The aims of our program are 
pragmatic. · We are effectively 
reducing the number of Bard 
student~ .. who drink and oper-
ate automobiles. We feel that 
this is a re~listic . solution to a 
rectifiable problem. Hopcful-
.ly, an ancillary effect will be 
the adoption of more healthy 
attitudes towards drinking by 
members of the community; 
attit:udcs of responsibility. The . 
al,lthor of your opinion seeks 
to unrealistically purge fiom 
our -culture something so 
deeply embedded in it as 
drinking . His/her attitude 
equates drinking with irre-
sponsibility--and . so drinkers . 
irresponsibly continue to 
drive. This attitude is constitu-
ent ot alcoholism its~lf . . While 
the · author rants that we 
sho-y\d not enable qrinking, 
drunk driving occurs; likewise 
the spread of AIDS is .. facilitat-
ed. by the withholding of con-
doms and disposable needles. 
Incidentally, the author's atti-
tude towards alcohol is that 
manifeste9. by the abstinent 
family members of alcoholics 
who have had a strong reac-
tion :-~o the physical presence 
To the ed it9r: 
I got back an hour ago from 
the Fr_iday night movie in the 
.Old_ Gym. As usual, this. event 
.W._'!s. paid for by money from 
the Studer:t_t_ Convocation 
Fund, which is. supposed to 
fund events that benefit the 
_ entire Bar~ _comrrn.~_nity. 
. Well, I did not enjoy the film. 
I dip .t~~t ev:~tL stay for the 
whole screening, · because by 
-7:36 '{the -fllm -·started at 7:00) 
my eye~Mci Iu~gs. were-burn-
ing, my head · ached, and I 
smelled like I had just crawled 
out of a trash incinerator. I 
wa~ted .. to stay and sec the 
rest of the film, but I was un-
able to do so. The smoke was 
so thick 1 could see it, and it . mad~ m~ physica·ll-y . sick~ . . - .. 
And I know I am not alone. 
Many of -~Y friends don't go 
to th.e weekend movies any-· 
more becau.se the smoke ,is al- . 
wayssobad. . 
I am not saying that smoking 
should be banned entirely at 
the movies in the Stu(i~nt 
Center--that would be · unfair 
t9~ smokers. If they want t~· de-
stroy their lungs (and smell 
lil<.~ last week's garbage in the 
process), th~t is their right. 
But it is not their right to in~_ 
flict their smoke on me. 
There is a viable solution to 
this pro~l~m, one that will ·ac~ 
commodate the needs of both 
smokers and nonsmokers. · 
Since e-~ch show ~fs shown 
twice ~§;l,cl) eve!'i.ng, one. show 
should -be res~rved for non-
s~okers,- and the other for 
smokers and nonsmokers who 
do not mind smoke. Obvious-
ly, the first show should be 
nons~oking, so the smokers 
pollute the room after the 
nonsmokers. have seen . the 
filll1· -
One last point. This plan 
should be implemented im-
mediately, before I, and other 
nonsmokers , are forced . to 
miss more films · because of 
the inconsiderate .iJehavior of 
smokers. Smoking is prohibit-
ed ·in all public theaters, in 
compliance with state law. lt is 
not too much to as to have half 
of the showings at Bard com-
ply with the law. 
Jason Van Drieschc 
A plea on behalf of 
Warden's Hall 
To the editor: 
I am writing in regard to the 
Obscrvet· article, "Housing 
Crunch Forces · Students into 
Mote\s," issue one. ln the arti-
cle, Dean Levine sugges~ed• 
that an .idea was being formu-
lated to turn Warden's Hall 
.into academic space, (faculty 
offices and classrooms) , and 
that the 38 students \vho live 
there would be displaced to 
Cruger. Village. 
Although that artide was 
printed in September, then~ 
has been much (angry) talk 
about it among Warden's Hall 
residents since then. Cursing 
myself with the ott-used ad-
age, ''All talk, no action," I've 
finally picked up my·apathetic 
butt to make a concrete pro-
test. I've since circulated a pe-
tition in the Hall which abso-
lutely everyone signed with 
glee, appreciation (and hope), 
and l think 1 can speak for the 
Hall when I say. . . · 
We protest! The attitude of 
our administration seems to ' 
be that they can do whatever 
.. · they please, assuming that 
they not only have the right to 
do so, but that even if their 
ideas about campus life/ 
improvements don't jibe with 
the students', we'd be too lazy 
. to ra~~e ~ protest. Then, when 
we 00 make a stink, they act 
surprised and only then de~ 
cide (in their benevolence) to 
-ask us for input and/or com-
promise. 
Beygnd the academics and 
the spirit of the Bard commu-
nity, it was the surroundings 
which attracted me (and 
many . others) to the school. 
Dorms such a.s Warden's 
Ball, Stone Row, etc., are aes-
thetically beautiful, "homey," 
and convenient; Warden's 
H~ll provides approximately 
11 4th of main campus housing 
(Underclassmen, take note!) ... 
and Stuart thinks he can dis-
place 40-odd upperclassmen 
to the far-distant, squat, chca-
po Cruger dorms without a 
protest? I'd expect student in-
put into such a plan would be 
requested, if not vital, before 
the idea became even a "ten-
tative" one. (After all, who's · 
paying the bills?) Bard seems 
to be moving away from the 
aesthetic,· rural campus whkh 
attracted many of us. All we 
hear ~owadays is news of 
planned additions~ buildings, 
etc ... (Granted some of these, 
such as the library addition, 
. are important, but do we need 
a new graduate program, 
whose housing is planned for 
·the beauti.fu~, undeveloped 
Barrett's Field?) Bard will be 
coming to us for funds when 
we become alumni, and I 
don't sec why we should con-
tribute if the administration 
takes the college in a direction 
to which most of the students 
arc opposed, and to which we 
are not allowed input. On a 
more immt.xHatc note: . . well, 
let me make this brief . .. 
We live here. We pay the 
bills . We ~ill not be pushed 
around. More importantly, we 
will not be pushed out of War- . 
den's Hall, not vvithout a fight. 
A copy of this letter will be 
~ent to the parents of War-
den's Hall residents, and I'~ 
going to try to have it present-
ed to fhc Trustees. Also, peti-
tions will be circulated on the 
buses to Washingtqn on No-
vember 12. (An immediate re-
ply from the admfnistration 





"Open letter to 
smokers" 
To the editor: 
·This letter is in response to 
the "Open letter to smokers .'' 
1 am appalled that tha.t letter 
.was printed in its entirety; the 
pr\nti~g of it w·as in exception-
ally poor taste. 
The author of the letter does 
have a legitimate gripe. 
Smoking is disgusting (I, as a 
smoker, believe that smoking 
is disgusting), but the way in 
which his opinion was present~ 
ed wa's entirely more offensive 
than the habit about which. he 
complains. l do not think that 
anyone on thi.s campus .cares 
to know about his sexual prac-
tices or what he likes or dis-
likes; l certainly do not care to 
know. That information should 
be reserved for him and his 
partner(s), !'ot presented to 
the entire college. · 
l believe very poor judgment 
was used in printing the letter. 
Perhaps the author's opinion 
would have been better taken 
were the letter printed in regu~ 
lar font size with the sexual ac-
tivity portion edited out. Also, I 
think that if a student here 
wi&he!:b:to be so opinionated 
and so ·offensive, he should be 
willing to stand up for his opin-
ion by signing his name. 
Katie Mortali 
Friday, November 10, 1989 
More Saferides 
Dear Editor: 
Having read the letter to the 
Editor in the last issue of the 
Observer , I found it necessary 
to respond. The letter ad-
dressed .the issue of alcohol-
ism, and more specifically of 
Safcrides. 
The author says "This letter 
is in no way intended to de-
mean the effort that Saferides 
is/' yet at the same time he or 
she says "Saferides gives the 
illusion of being progressive 
when it is actually based in ig-
norance .. .it indicates a resig-
nation to misery ... " This kind 
of bashing is undeserved. Per-
haps the author felt a need to 
speak out on his or her feel~ 
· · ings about alcoholism on 
campus, but to claim that 
Saferides ''condones suicidal 
, behavior" is ridiculous. 
The author begins by saying, 
in effect, that Saferides is a 
poor response to alcoholism. 
This is where the author 
makes his first and greatest 
error in his attack on Safe-
rides. Saferides is not and 
never was intended as a way of 
dealing'with the problem of al-
coholism. We at Saferides are 
concerned with the problem 
of Driving While Intoxicated 
and its dangers. We have nev-
er pretended to speak on the 
morality of alcohol either for 
or against it. When a person 
gets a ride from Saferides, we 
do not tell them to quit drink-
ing, or take them to AA. This 
would defeat the. very purpose 
of Saferides. 
P~rhaps the author feels that 
condoms should not be gl.ven 
out to those who are not mon-
ogamous, or clean needles to 
heroin addicts, because they 
only serve as safeguards 
against AIDS and do not help 
protect his or her own sense of 
morality .. I can sympathize 
with the author's point about 
alcoholism, but not with his or 
her narrow approach and sim-
plistic solutions. If he or she 
would like to preach to the stu-
dent body again, 1 would re-




First Alert to All who plan Campus Events 
The ~~er's b~rely.begun, it's time to start thinking about events to be 
held durmg spnng semester. Once again, the Public Relations Office v.rill 
publish 12,000 copies of a spnng 1990 "Calendar of Ewnts at Bard Col-
lege~ to be distributed through college mailing lists and at 
I Judson VaUey tourist sites. 
The Publication date is mid-january, and submission deadline is Friday 
December 15. · 
If you want listingof your event included, send all 
p(!rtinent information: date, time, title, brie-f program 
information, location, cost, and contact phone number to 
. Jamie Monagan 
Office of Public Relations 
Ludlow310 
by December 15!!! 
THE BARD OBSERVEr{ 
. B~rd College 
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Coordinating drugs and alcohol 
by Jim Trainor 
The Dean of Students office 
will soon add an Assistant 
Dean of Students for Alcohol 
and Drug Education. This wi11 
be a new position · in the 
Dean's office, and was made 
possible by -a two year grant 
· from the Fund for the Im-
provement of Post-Secondary 
Education (F.I.P.S.E), a federal 
agency. 
The college is currently. in 
the final stage of i~s search for 
the person who will fill this po-
. sition, and Dean of Students 
Steve Nelson speculated that 
the final selection should be 
made by early November, 
and that the job may even be 
filled by the end of the month. 
The new Assistant Dean will 
have three major duties at 
Bard. These will involve offer-
ing alcohol and drug educa-
tion programs, creating activi-
ties to compliment the 
"wellness" programs at the 
Stevenson Gymnasium, and 
organizing campus-wide activ-
ities unrelated to alcohol. In 
this last function, he will be 
building on the work of Shelley 
Morgan, Associate Dean of 
Students and Director of 
Housing, who has been in-
volved in organizing campus-
wide events since her arrival at 
Bard two years ago. 
The F.LP.S.E grant that will 
fund the new position is de-
Beth Waterman, MSES student at work in her test unit. 
Archaeology at Grouse Bluff 
continued from ·page 1 
The students excavating the 
hearth have collected enough 
charcoal to get a radiocarbon 
date. According to Lindner, 
the Grouse Bluff Site is not a 
"pure" site. Other types of 
projectile points have been 
found there as well, including 
a point that dates back to 3000 
B.C., and pottery, possibly dat-
ing between A.D. 600 - 1000. 
Lindner is very pleased with 
the abundance of artifacts at 
the site. '1t's a deep site," said 
Lindner. They have already 
dug 50 centimeters down and 
the artifacts are still abun-
dant. Two students are hard at 
work digging the remains of 
East German Scholar 
speaks at Bard 
by jason Van Driesche 
On Saturday, November 11, 
Professor Dieter Heinemann 
will speak at Bard on "Forty 
. Years of East German Literp.-
ture: Historical Development 
and Current Problems." 
Heinemann is chairman of 
the department of German 
literature and art history at 
Martin Luther University in 
Halle, East Germany. He is 
on a speaking tour of the 
United*States that was orga-
nized by the· American Asso~ 
dation of Teachers of Ger-
the hearth, indicated by 
stained earth and fire cracked 
rock. Their test unit has also 
produced three of the fishtail 
points found on the site. 
Lindner found the site when 
checking up on a reported 
find in the area. He noticed a 
pot hunter's hole when he was 
walking back from where the 
artifact had been found. 
Flakes of chert [a type of flint I 
were scattered in the backdirt 
of the disturbed area. Lindner 
started checking woodchuck 
holes and tree falls nearby 
and found that the evidence 
"extended for a distance of 80 
mefers." 
man. 
The talk, which is open to the 
public and free of charge, will 
be held at 2 p.m. in Olin 102. It 
will be followed by a reception · 
and a question and answer 
period. For more information, 
please contact Professor Franz 
Kempf at ext. 213. .:J 
Correction 
The Asian Studies Program is 
now being discussed by 
Faculty Senate and by the 
Divisions. 
If approved it may by in place 
by the the time of [{egistration 
for the spring semester. 
signed to reduce drug abuse 
through education. The col-
lege first decided to apply for 
the F.I.P.S.E. grant, which will 
pay a significant portion of the 
new administrator's salary, in 
the summer of 1988. 
The committee· that wrote the 
grant proposal, which included 
Dorothy Crane and Susan 
Giannico from the counseling 
service and Judy Sarnoff, who 
is the college's Dean of Pro-
grams, submitted it in early 
March of this year. The notifi-
cation that Bard had received 
·the grant, which officially runs 
from September 1, 1989 to Sep-
tember 20, 1991, came in 
Julr. o 
The class has. been working to 
determine the limits of the 
site and where the people 
were actually living. There are 
artifacts on either side of the 
bluff top area, leading Profes-
sor Lindner to theorize that 
the Indians may have been 
living in the center and throw-
ing their refuse in each direc-
tion. The newest test units 
have been placed along the 
c£"nter of the site to test this 
hypothesis. 
Archaeology is a science that 
encourages the participation 
of many disciplines; the 
Grouse Bluff site is no excep-
tion. Beth Waterman, an 
MSES student, is also part of 
the introductory class and is 
doing her Master's thesis on 
the Tivoli Bays area, studying 
the environment through its 
archaeology. 
. Vassar College Professor Su-
san ·Howes-Conrad visited the 
site two weeks ago and plans 
to return with her sec;ond level 
geology class to do some test-
ing of the area. Her sedimen-
tation class will be able to let 
the archaeology class know 
what was happening· on a big-
ger sea lc, in the geologic histo-
ry of the area. 0 
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Bard College Center: 
On November 15 at 8:00 PM in the 
Olin Auditorium, cellist Valter De-
spalj with pianist Estela Olevsky will 
present an evening on classical reper-
toire: "Inherent musicality .. his bow-
ingi strong and supple, gave quality to 
his tone and phrasing, and particular 
on the exhibition of prints now on dis-
play in the Proctor Arts Center. 
Photo Club: 
On Wednesday, November 15 at 8:00 
PM, Ellen Handy will be lecturing on 
the "Golden Age of British Photogphy." 
in Olin room 102. 
· elegance and eloquence to his perfor-
mance" (The New York Times). 
In tergenera tional 
As part of the Distinguished Scientist . . Seminars: 
Lecture Series, Physicist Norman Beginning on Monday, November 20, 
Ramsey will speak on "Time and the and running for four consecutive Men-
Physical Universe.'' Saturday, No- days, Prof. William Wilson will con-
vember 18 at 2:00 PM in the Olin Au- duct seminars on Yeats' Tower. The 
ditorium. seminars are in room 304 of the Olin . 
Drama & Dance Dept: 
November 16 through the 19, the Bard 
Theater of Drama and Dance presents 
Dance Theater IV, 1989. 8:00PM in 
j. the Avery Center. 
Art Department: 
On Wednesday, November 15 at 4:00 
PM, Professors Bernard Creen\vald 
and Tom Wolf will give a gallery talk 
Building at 7:00 PM. Pre-registration is 
necessary, please call 758-7424 for more 
information. 
Forum Meeting: · 
Thursday, November 16, at 8:00 PM in 
the dining room of Kline Commons. 
To have a matter put on the agenda, 
please contact Emily Horowitz at box 
788. 
Calendar of Events 
•. 
Rape Awareness Week: · 
The Women1S Studies Center is 
presenting Rape Awareness Week. 
The following is a list of planned ac-
tivities: 
Monday: Olin Room 202 
7:00PM and 7:30PM Film-Rape: Pro-
viding the Proof 
8:00 PM Film-All the Guys Ever Want 
is S.E.X. 
Tuesday: Olin Room 202 
7:00 PM Film-Rape:· The Victims 
7:30 PM Film- The Accused 
Wednesday: Olin Room 201 
7:00 PM Film-Rape: An Act of Hate · 
8:30 PM Film- Shame 
Thursday: Old Gym 
6:30PM Self Defense Class: "How to 
Say No To A Rapist and Survive.11 
Taught by Art Otey, Director Of Bard 
Security. 
Friday's Movie: 
Heathers, directed by Michael Lehman, 
is the film for this week.. Showings are 
at 7:00 PM and 9:30 PM in the Student 
Center, Friday Noyember 17. 
Saturday 11 Sunday 12 Monday 13 Tuesday14 Wednesday 15 Thursday16 Friday17 
10:00 AM 5:30PM 6:00-6:30 PM 12:15-1:15 PM 6:00-7:00 PM 12:15-1:15 PM 12:30 PM 
Trips to Rhinebeck Bard Observer- Bard Observer-News China Table Dr. Seuss Club French Table The Rabbi's Table 
and Red Hook Features Section Section College Room Committee Room Committee Room . Committee Room 
Aspinwall, 3rd floor College Room Kline Commons' Kline Commons Kline Commons Kli nc Commons 
11:00 AM Kline Commons 
Torah Study Group 7:00-10:30 PM 5:00PM 5:00-6:00 PM 5:30-7:00 PM 4:00PM 
Committee Room Vans to Rhinecliff Sta- 7:30PM Spanish Table Environmental Club L.A.S.Oo Phil. Dept. Lecture 
Kline Commons tion BLAGA meeting President's Room Committee Room Committee Room Olin, Room 202 
AspinwalJ 300 Kline Commons Kline Commons 
5:00-7:00 PM 7:36PM 6:00 -7:00 PM 4:00-9:30 PM 
Elvis Presley Fan Club Pick-up at Poughkeep- 8:30PM 5:00-6:00 PM 7:00-8:00 PM Amnesty international Vans to Rhinecliff Sta-
Committee Room sie Station Bard Observer E.P.C. Campus Outreach College Room tion 
Kline Commons Arts Section Committee Room Committee Room Kline Commons 
Coffee Shop Kline Commons Kline Commons 6:30PM 
5:45PM Kline Commons 6:30-8:00 PM Van to Poughkeepsie 
Hudson Valley Mall 5:30PM 7:30PM Coalition for Choice Station - 7:36 Train 
Trip Learning Differenc- Alanon-ACOA President's Room 
es Support Croup Aspinwall Kline Commons 
Admissions Office 
(Ext. 472 for More In· T 7:30PM 




mous 12:00 NOON 
Aspinwall Deadli11e for all Ctdendar 
Submissio..s for issue cov-
ering November 25-
Dtumbtr 1 
- Dean of Student's Office 
